We present the design and implementation of a virtual camera team for recording classroom lectures. Our approach makes these recordings more lively and interesting.
L ecture recordings, now widely accepted, let students participate in a lecture without time constraints, and enable repeating parts of the lecture that might be difficult to understand. In many cases, the students find the recordings boring, a view held independently of whether the original session was fascinating, especially if the recording only includes the lecturers' slides and speech. In addition, when the audiovisual team uses only one camera, the audio and lighting settings are constant during the entire lecture, making for an uninteresting presentation that isn't much fun to watch.
Television has raised our expectations about produced video presentations. Although students preparing for their exams typically are highly motivated, it would be helpful for them if academia applied at least basic cinematographic rules to recording lectures. However, in times when universities have to save money, it would be far too expensive to hire a real camera team for all lecture recordings. Thus, our project focuses on the design and implementation of an automatic, distributed computer system for recording and broadcasting lectures, and is compatible with interactive learning tools used in lectures. 1, 2 A human camera team for lecture recording
In contrast to focusing on the requirements of a large staff for a TV production-for example, makeup artists or set constructorswe focus on the camera team itself for our lecture recordings. To start, there is a camera operator for each camera: one for a long shot (the complete lecture hall); one for the lecturer, with the ability to follow movements and gestures; one for the slides; and one for the audience (when someone asks a question). In addition, a director coordinates the camera operators and decides which stream to record or send out. A sound engineer captures the audio related to the lecturer, simulations, videos, and student questions. Lighting technicians complete the team.
The camera operator's technical work during a shot consists of moving, panning, and tilting the camera, and adjusting the exposure, focus, and zoom. Besides these technical aspects, aesthetic work is an important part of a camera operator's job. For a good production, we need the cooperation of the entire camera team, starting long before the recording takes place. In an initial meeting, the director goes over the event's storyboard. The camera operators get relevant information from three sources: from the storyboard, during the meeting where they can ask question about the information given by the director, and during the recording session itself by using an intercom. The intercom is crucial for collaboration and communicating information about who is on air, who will be on air next, and which detail or framing each camera operator should show. During a shot, a camera operator can inform the director about his or her status, inability to fulfil a requested shot for technical reasons, or about an extraordinary detail he or she wants to show. So Professional camera operators intuitively apply these rules, and those working in the trade know many more cinematographic rules.
3,4
The virtual camera team
In our approach, we map each team member's roles to a virtual equivalent. We base the virtual director on an extended finite state machine. The states correspond to the different types of shots; and the transitions describe the possibility of going from one shot to another. Our method initializes each transition with a given probability, which is increased or decreased by sensor inputs. We decrease the value of a transition leading to a camera shown recently on the basis of a particular recording's recent history. Using automatic motion-detection algorithms, we increase the probability of transitions leading to shots with more activity. If a student is going to ask a question, and an external sensor recognizes this, the probability of a transition to a shot showing the student increases considerably. When a transition is needed, our method selects the transition with the highest probability. The director's behavior in certain situations is always similar but seldom identical, and is therefore less predictable. We load the finite state machine with all its details at runtime from an XML file. Doing so enables the director's easy adaptation to different recording scenarios. Figure 1 shows an example of the virtual director's implementation and more details are available in other research. 5 As introduced previously, the camera operator's job consists of technical and aesthetic work. We regard the technical work as a control loop that starts prior to the recording-for example, by selecting whether to use a neutral density (gray) filter. We use wellknown image-content-analysis algorithms to find people in the image and determine the correct exposure setting, even in backlit situations. In lecture recordings, an image's background is usually of no interest, but we need to show the active people in an appropriate way. So we use algorithms for skin-color detection and face recognition to determine the areas of an image showing a person. Then, we adjust the camera iris to optimize the exposure for this person. For the aesthetic part of a camera operator's job, we implement cinematographic rules and divide them into two groups: those that the camera operator can realize directly and those that require collaboration. A typical example of the first category is the reaction to a person starting to gesticulate: the camera operator zooms out until the person and his or her movements are completely visible in the picture. We implement this type of rule using image-content-analyzing algorithms, in this case, motion detection. A typical example of the second category is the shot and countershot arrangement of dialogue where one person is shown looking from the left edge of the frame to the right and the next shot shows another person looking in the opposite direction. The director gives the order over the intercom to the camera operator who then switches between the two cameras involved. We have implemented this type of director to camera operator communication in our virtual system with XML over the Transmission Control Protocol. A more detailed description of our virtual cameraman can be found elsewhere. 6 Unlike a real camera team, we base our virtual team on sensors. We use an indoor positioning system that relies on Wi-Fi access points to identify the students' locations. We take advantage of the interactive devices (PDAs or notebook PCs) already used in lectures and implement a client-and serverbased question manager to cope with students asking questions and to find their locations in the room. Doing so enables us to adjust the audience camera accordingly. We have taken the special circumstances in our lecture hall into account, as described elsewhere. 7, 8 Let us look at a concrete example of the virtual camera team's operation. During a lecture, the active camera is pointed at the lecturer and records his or her talking head. A student wishing to ask a question pushes a button on his or her PDA, which informs the question manager software about this event and sends the questioner's location derived by the indoor positioning system. The question manager generates a sensor input for the virtual director and enables a pop-up window on the lecturer's screen. The director informs the audience camera operator to point at the questioner's location and to zoom in, however, this particular camera is still off air. When the lecturer gives the floor to the student by hitting a button in the poppedup window, the director switches the audience camera on-air and activates the student's audio, while the lecturer's camera operator puts him or her to the left side of the screen, achieving the shot and countershot setting. As the dialogue develops, the microphone levels as well as the camera operator's motion detection are useful sensor inputs to control the shot and counter-shot settings. When the dialogue ends, one of the two participants declares the question as answered by hitting a button on his or her device, and the virtual director returns to normal lecture mode. The director orders the camera operators to return to their original positions for the lecture mode.
Conclusion
Our approach to lecture recording, with well-defined tasks for each module, has two significant advantages. First, the workload is distributed; for example, the camera-operator modules and not the director module produce the images. Second, it's easier to implement complex cinematographic rules using the welldefined roles of the virtual team members and the communication between them. In this way, the virtual camera team's behavior mimics the behavior of a human camera team and thus leads to more lively recordings than earlier approaches.
During the fall semester of 2007 we tested our system in the lecture hall. The virtual director performed well and its communication with the camera operators is stable. The camera operators also worked well but still need some fine-tuning. As expected, the indoor positioning system needs some adjustments related to the lecture hall to minimize position error, and the question manager needs a better interface. Besides improving the system, our main work will involve a virtual video switcher and mixer and the sound designer implementation (we plan to use the work of Gerald Friedland 9 ). Figure 3 gives an overview of the entire system in action in the lecture hall. The areas highlighted in red mark the cameras for the long shot, the lecturer, and the audience, and the hardware to record the slides.
Our long-term goals include implementing additional modules for lecture recordings (in particular, the sound engineer and the lighting technician), improving the cinematographic rules, and creating a more detailed evaluation of the recorded courses. Additionally, future work might include adapting the system to other contexts, such as conferences, workshops, or panel discussions. 
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Related Work
Prior to our efforts, there has been some work on related topics. Close to our approach is the use of pan and tilt operations and image processing for framing and following the lecturer. A sample application is AutoAuditorium, which shows a basic level of automatic presentation recording but doesn't use cinematographic rules, as discussed in the main text.
1 A more advanced system, developed by Microsoft Research 2 and improved upon in Zhang et al, 3 uses multiple cameras and implements video-production rules. This method includes a video-director module based on a finite state machine that can be configured by a scripting language to implement cinematographic rules. These approaches differ from our approach in that they only use image processing to determine the image framing and to track the lecturer, while we use sensors, which can identify the positions of all the people in the room. By using sensors, we can implement more sophisticated cinematographic rules. For example, two tracked people might be framed in such a way that they face each other while the system switches between their shots. Our implementation of cinematographic rules differs from this approach. Microsoft uses a scripting language in which the rules are rewritten in note form, a method that implies fixed-shot durations, leading to predetermined transitions, unlike with our model. He et al. have proposed similar basic rules for recording real-time applications. 4 
